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Emphasis on interactions and boundary resources
What kinds of value‐creating and value‐capturing
















What are the boundary resources
Both technical and cooperative resources are















































































































There should be more focus on ecosystems that vitalize the platform. The
ecosystem is where the customer need and value process is discovered– also
where use of data can be explored.
‐‐ Jukka Viitanen, ResoluteHQ—
How to grasp the business opportunities provided by APIs?
The business motivation is key in understanding why and how to use APIs.
1) Start with internal APIs and broaden to partner APIs 














What is your strenght? Do you have a data 





































What kinds interactions do you want to be part of?
What is your strenght (value‐creating or value‐capturing)?
 Are you ready for a global game? 
Where are you now in the digital transformation evolution?
 Have you defined your technical and cooperative resources?
 How to grasp the business opportunities provided by APIs?
 How to support the non‐technical boundary resources?
What is your stake on scalability? Are you ready? 































Insights from the API Ecosystem. IT Professional 18 (6), 20‐
25.
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